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I hanged my shame in the branches
(A brand new man in me was born)
I threw my soul out to the sea
(The sounds of laughter lighting skies)
I tried to drive but too crazy
(Run brings thunder like rolling stones)
(Sounds of...)
I tried to drive not too crazy
Lightning skies
(I lit cigarettes on the ashes)
(Sounds of laughter...)
I hanged my shame in the branches
(Through the clouds these furious eyes)
I threw my soul out to the sea
(I lit cigarettes on the ashes)
(Through the clouds these furious eyes)
(My eyes will always open)
I threw my soul out to the sea
(Sounds of laughter lightning skies)
(These furious eyes)
(Run brings thunder like rolling stones)
(Lightning skies)
(I hanged my shame in the branches)
(Sounds of laughter)
(Sounds of laughter)
(Lightning skies)

Walking myself from the dust of your tears
Blinking the light as a train of your fear
Someone said to me
You let it fall from grace

I hid a secret in the ashes
I hanged my shame in the branches

You gotta be dead and become like this wood
You feel all the weakness from the ashes of coal
You try not to live
You let yourself be frightened

I threw my soul out to the sea
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I tried to drive but too crazy
(You feel sick)
(You could've prayed)
Sounds of laughter lightning skies
Through the clouds those furious eyes

If you've only be born from the dust of your love
How use a from the ashes of coal
You gotta be freed from it
You gotta be freed from it
(Run brings thunder like rolling stones)
(Worrying me with broken bones)
Spit on the ashes... 
You're all for dead
(Out to destroy)
(A brand new man in me was born)

Hold in your dust if you're feeling sad
I know what I want you to know
The sun of the eyes of my hitchin' hearts
It's only the waste of your 
What I want you to tell
What I want you to watch in your mind
Take it from me
Live your procession
Take it from me, take it from me
You can take it all from me
(Take it from me)
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